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Abstract--- Noised positive as well as

learned from social-tagged metaphors. As

instructive pessimistic research examples

the number of potential bi-concepts is

commencing the communal web, to become

gigantic,

skilled at bi-concept detectors beginning

examples is infeasible. Instead, we propose a

these examples, and to apply them in a

compact disk skeleton to collect de, with a

search steam engine for retrieve bi-concepts

relative improvement of 100%. This study

in unlabeled metaphors. We study the

reveals the potential of learning high-order

activities of our bi-concept search engine

semantics from collective images, for free,

using 1.2 M social-tagged metaphors as a

suggesting promising new lines of research.

data source. Our experiments designate that

Keywords: bi-concept, semantic catalog,

harvest examples for bi-concepts differs

visual investigate.

physically

collecting

training

from inveterate single-concept method, yet

1. INTRODUCTION

the examples can be composed with high

In this project we introduce the belief of bi-

accurateness using a multi-modal approach.

concepts, a new concept-based retrieval

We find that straight erudition bi-concepts is

technique that is directly learned from social

superior than oracle linear fusion of single-

tagged images. And also we propose a

concept detectors Searching for the co-

multimedia framework to collect de-noised

occurrence of two visual concepts in

positive as well as informative negative

unlabeled images is an important step

training examples from the social web, to

towards answering composite user queries.

learn bi-concept detectors beginning these

Traditional illustration search methods use

examples, and to be appropriate them in a

combinations of the confidence scores of

search steam engine for retrieving bi-

individual concept detectors to tackle such

concepts

queries. Here introduce the belief of bi-

experiments

concepts,

concept-based

examples for bi-concepts differs from

retrieval method that is straightforwardly

traditional single-concept methods; so far

an

innovative

in

unlabeled
indicate

images.
that

Our

harvesting
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the examples can be composed with high

2. PROPOSED METHOD

accuracy using a multi-modal approach.

In proposed system we are using Bi-Concept

A multimodal approach is that for getting

image search. That means results will be

metadata and visual features is used to

images with two main objects. (i.e) image

gather many high-quality images from the

can contain two main clear objects. For

Web. And also we consider other factors are

example: Ideally, we treat the combination

bag of words, collection information from

of the concepts as a new concept, which we

the social sites. As we said above methods,

term bi-concept. To be precise, we define a

we will do training session. First, the images

bi-concept as the co-occurrence of two

are re ranked based on the text surrounding

distinct visual concepts, where its full

the image and metadata features. An integer

denotation cannot be incidental from one of

of methods is compared for this re position.

its component concepts alone.

Second, the top-ranked metaphors are used

According

as (label) training images and VF and bag of

combinations of two concepts are bi-

words is learned to improve the ranking

concepts. For occurrence, an amalgamation

further and finally we will get bi-Concepts

of a concept and its super class such as

images. In addition, a scene with two

‗horse + animal‘ is not a bi-concept, because

concepts present tends to be visually more

‗horse + animal‘ bears no more information

composite, requiring multi-modal analysis.

than ‗horse‘. Besides, specialized single

Given these difficulties, effective bi-concept

concepts consisting of multiple tags such as

search demands an approach to harvesting

‗white horse‘ and ‘car driver‘ are not bi-

appropriate examples from social-tagged

concepts as the two tags refer to the same

images for learning bi-concept detectors. We

visual concept.

to

this

definition,

not

all

present a multi-modal approach to collect
de-noised positive as well as informative
negative training examples from the social
web. We learn bi-concept detectors from
these examples and in a while apply them
for retrieving bi-concepts in unlabeled
images.
Fig1.Conceptual Diagram Of The Proposed Bi Concept
Image Search Engine.
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2.1 Visual Search by Combining Single

search results. Since the quantity of returned

Concepts

examples is limited by the image search

Given hundreds of single concept detectors

engine used, propose to directly extract

trained

a

images from web search results. As the

considerable amount of papers have been

images vary in quality and come with noisy

published on how to combine the detectors

annotations,

for visuals search. Here we discuss two

processing such as filtering of drawings and

effective, simple and popular combination

symbolic

methods: the product rule and linear fusion

outstanding top ranked images are treated as

if the assumption would hold that individual

positive examples together with randomly

concepts

independent

sampled images as negative examples.

given the image content a bi-concept

Based on these examples an SVM classifier

detector can be approximated by the product

is trained and then applied for image re-

of its component.

ranking.

2.2 Harvesting Training Data from the

. 3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

(Social) Web

3.1

Obtaining training examples from the web

POSITIVE

with expert annotation for free is receiving

In order to obtain accurate positive examples

much

on

well-labeled

are

dedicated

metaphors

HARVESTING

is

preprocessing

required.

The

BI-CONCEPT

recently,

with

sources

for a bi-concept W1,2, we need a large set of

generic

web

images

social-tagged images and a means to

professional photo forums to social-tagged

estimate the relevance of a bi-concept with

images. Training data consists of positive

respect to an image. Let Xsocial indicates

and negative image examples for a given

such a large set, and LetXw1,2+ be images

perception. Consequently, we discuss work

in Xsocial which are simultaneously labeled

on positive examples and on negative

with w1andw2. To simplify our notation, we

examples, respectively. Harvesting Positive

also use the symbol W to denote a social tag.

Examples: Given a single concept as a

We define g(X,W)as a single-concept

textual query, collect positive examples by

relevance estimator g(X,W1,2) and as an

re-ranking web image retrieval results using

estimator for bi-concepts. Finally, we denote

ranging

attention

conditionally

examples

from

probabilistic models derived from the initial
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xW as the set of social tags assigned to an
image.
Semantic Method: Under the assumption
that the true semantic interpretation of an

3.2 VISUAL METHOD:

image is reflected best by the majority of its

Given an image x represented by visual

social tags, a tag that is semantically

feature f , we first find k nearest neighbors

additional dependable with the majority is

of the image from xsocial , and estimate the

more likely to be relevant to the image. We

relevance of every single concept W to X in

express

terms of the concept‘s occurrence frequency

the

semantic-based

relevance

estimator for single concepts as

in the neighbor set. To beat the limitation of
single features in describing the visual
content, tag significance estimates based on
multiple features are uniformly combined.
We express the visual-based single-concept

Where

sim(W1,W)

denotes

semantic

relevance estimator as

similarity between two tags, and is the
cardinality of a set. Zhu et al. interpret
sim(W1,W)

as

the

likelihood

of
with

Where F is a set of features, c(w, X) is the

variation in tag-wise semantic divergence,

integer of images labeled with w in an image

we use

set X, and Xx,f,k and is the neighbor set X

observingW1givenW.

To

cope

of , with visual similarity measured by F .

Where d(W1,W) measures a semantic
deviation between two tags, and the variable
is the standard derivation of the divergence.
Note that is not directly applicable for biconcepts. To address the issue, we adopt a

Reference of a bi-concept is always lower

similarity measure intended for two short

than any of the two concepts making up the

text snippets and derive our semantic-based

bi-concept. Based on the above discussion,
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we decide the min function to stability the

might believe positive examples of the

reliability and the accuracy for bi-concept

individual concepts informative negatives

bearing estimation. As a result we define our

have visual patterns overlapping the patterns

visual-based bi-concept relevance estimator

of its positive instances.

as
Denoted as Xw1,2---,by simple tag reasoning.
To describe the procedure, let vw be a tag set
comprised of synonyms and child nodes of
Multi-Modal: Semantics Visual: As the

w in Word Net For each image in Xsocial if

Semantic method and the Visual method are

the image is not labeled with any tags from

orthogonal to each other, it is sensible to

vw1 U vw2, we add it to X1,2—In round t, we

combine the two methods for obtaining bi-

first randomly sample nu samples from to

concept examples with higher accuracy. As

w1,2---to

the outputs of and reside at different scales,

Ut random-sampling (Xw1,2--,nu).

normalization is necessary before combining

Then, we use pA(t-1) (w1,2|x) to score each

the two functions.

example in Ut, and obtain in which each

form a candidate set Ut

example is associated with a confidence
3.2 Harvesting Bi-Concept Negative

score of being positive to the bi-concept

Due to the relatively sparse occurrence of a

Ùt,prediction(Ut, pA(t-1) (w1,2|x)).

bi-concept, random sampling previously

Learning a New Bi-Concept Detector: In

yields a position of accurate negatives.

each round t, we be trained a new detector,

Harvesting

p(t)

negative

examples

for

bi-

(w1,2|x))

fromBw1,2+and

B(t)w1,2---.
B(t)w1,2--

concepts seems trivial. However, to create

Detector

an accurate bi-concept detector, we need

composed of negatives which are most

informative

the

misclassified by the previous classifier, we

detector better discrimination ability than

believe the new detector p(t) (w1,2|x) to be

the random negatives can donate. We

complementary to pA(t-1) (w1,2|x) the two

conjecture that for a given bi-concept, its

detectors to obtain the final detector:

negatives

which

give

As

is

pA(t-1)(w1,2|x)=𝑡 − 1/𝑡pA(t-1)( w1,2|x)+1/t

informative negatives have visual patterns
overlapping the patterns of its positive

Aggregation:

p(t) (w1,2|x).

instances. Following this thinking, one
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Start

Collection of unlabeled images, our search
steam engine sorts the compilation in
descending order by pA(T)(w1,2|x)

, and
Crawl images
with it details

returns the top-ranked results.
3.2 Learning Bi-Concept Detectors
Each image is represented by a histogram
with its length equal to the size of the

Collecting Meta
data
information’s

codebook. Each bin of the histogram
corresponds to a certain code, and its value
is the l1-normalized frequency of the code
extracted from the image. Let h(t)(x,w1,2) be

Separate label +ve
and Unlabel -ve

an SVM conclusion purpose trained on
TABLE I

Negative process to
identify –ve, +ve
images

Bw1,2+ and B(t)w1,2 To convert SVM decision
values into posterior probabilities, we adopt
a sigmoid function p(t) (w1,2|x)=1/1+exp(a.
h(t)(x,w1,2)+b)Where a and b are two real-

Collecting
histogram
value text

Classified the
image based on
its visual
features

BOW
TEST

valued parameters optimized.

4. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Crawl the images: Crawl the images from

Storing all trained
image to its
respective areas

the web and store it in its respective areas.
Collect its textual features and storing in our
database with that image.

Search
page

Result BiConcept
Images
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Collecting metadata: Recollecting respective

with

reasonable

accuracy,

otherwise

images from its respective area and Based

searching for the bi-concept is very likely to

on images label name it separate as label

be futile. Also, near shall be a sensible

positive and unable negatives images.

amount of social tagged preparation images;

Separate Label negative: Label negative

declare thousands, labeled with the bi-

image will tests are bog of words test and

concept.

histogram values test and visual feature test.
Separate Label positive: Those tests will

5.2 Experiments

produce its results for the respective images,
so based on this result system will identify

Setup positive training data and negative

some negative positives images, and again

training data.

those images are added to our label positive
images results.

Experiment 1: comparing methods for

Image search: This is the final phase, where

harvesting positive training examples of

user entering in to this part will get bi-

single concepts, measured in terms of

concepts images as out puts. Note: if user

exactitude at 100.we kind the concepts by

input not belongs to the bi-concepts they

their frequency in the 1.2 million deposits in

will get some instruction for search right

downhill order. An older cell indicates the

thing in a right way.

top recitalist.

again committed a new positive make

Experiment 2:

Bi-concept search

in

unlabeled images: To configure a bi5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

concept search engine, we have specified the
following three choices. Detector: building a

5.1 Dataset Construction

bi-concept detector versus combining the

Bi-Concepts: In order to evaluate the

confidence scores of two single-concept

proposed bi-concept image search engine,

detectors; positive: random sampling versus

we want to identify a list of bi-concepts for

the multi-modal Bordafusion of Semantic

our experiments. Since penetrating for

and Visual selection; negative: random

particular concepts in unlabeled images

sampling versus adaptive sampling.

remains challenging, the single concepts in a
prospective bi-concept shall be detected
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Parameters for the Multi-Kernel SVM: We

Table2

construct multiple kernels as follows. For
two of the four visual features, we use the
X2kernel. To instruct a multi-kernel SVM,
we take the top 100 examples ranked with
TagNum as positive training data and 100
examples sampled at random as negative
Setups Configuring Our Bi-Concept Image Search Engine

training data.

Using Three

6. CONCLUSIONS

5.3 Implementation
Parameters for Training (Bi-) Concept

This project establishes bi-concepts as a new

Detectors: We create a codebook with a size

method for searching for the co-occurrence

of 1024 by K-means clustering on a held-out

of two visual concepts in unlabeled images.

set of random Flicker images. So each image

To appear, we propose a bi-concept image

is represented by a vector quantized Dense-

exploration engine. This engine is equipped

SIFT histogram of 1024 dimensions. For a

with bi-concept detectors honestly, rather

fair association connecting detectors trained

than artificial combinations of individual

using different setups, we instruct a two-

single-concept detectors. Since the cost of

class SVM using the kernel, setting the cost

manually

parameter to 1.

examples is prohibitive, harvesting social

Parameters for the Semantic Method: As our

images is one—if not the—main enabler to

1.2Mset might be relatively small for

learn bi-concept semantics.

computing this distance, we use the full list

The proposed methodology is a first step in

of LSCOM concepts as queries, and collect

deriving semantics from images which goes

up to 10 million Flickr images with social

beyond relatively simple single-concept

tags. The values in (5) are also computed on

detectors. We believe that for specific

the 10 M set.

predefined bi-concepts, they already have

Parameters for the image Method: We desire

great potential for use in advanced search

the following four visual features which

engines. Moving to on the fly trained queries

describes image content from different

based on bi-concepts opens up promising

perspectives.

avenues for future research.

labeling

bi-concept

training
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7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

“Adding semantics to detectors for video

We consider the absence of the belief of bi-

retrieval,” IEEE Trans. Multimedia, vol. 9,

concepts as a major problem for multi-

no. 5, pp. 975–986, Aug. 2007.

concept search in unlabeled data. For
erudition bi-concept detectors, the lack of

3. X.-Y. Wei, Y.-G. Jiang, and C.-W. Ngo,

bi-concept training examples is a restricted

―Concept-driven multi- modality fusion for

access. Preceding work on harvesting single-

video search,” IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst.

concept

Video Technol., vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 62–73,

examples

from

social

images

including our earlier work yields a partial

Jan. 2011.

solution, but needs to be reconsidered for biconcept learning. We can overcome this

4. J. Yuan, Z.-J. Zha, Y.-T. Zheng, M.

problem by using bi-concept search.

Wang, X. Zhou, and T.-S. Chua, ―Utilizing
related samples to enhance interactive
content-based video search,‖ IEEE Trans.

APPENDICES

Multimedia, vol. 13, no. 6, pp. 1343–1355,

IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers.

Dec. 2011.
5. A. Natsev, A. Haubold, J. Tešić, L. Xie,

HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language

and R. Yan, ―Semantic con-ceptbased query
UDDI - Universal Description Discovery and

expansion”

Integration
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